COURAGEOUS CREATIVITY
TOGETHERNESS

NOV 2013

“BREATHE NEXT TO ME. AND I WILL CAPTURE A PIECE OF YOUR SOUL
ALONG WITH MINE.”
- Marikit Camba

“EACH PERSON YOU MEET
IS AN ASPECT OF YOURSELF,
CLAMORING FOR LOVE.”
- Eric Micha’el Leventhal

“A PRESENT FROM THE HEART: I’M NOT HERE BECAUSE I’M SUPPOSED
TO BE HERE, OR BECAUSE I’M TRAPPED HERE, BUT BECAUSE I’D RATHER
BE WITH YOU THAN ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD.”
- Richard Bach

“YOU WERE BORN TOGETHER, AND TOGETHER YOU SHALL BE FOR EVERMORE...
BUT LET THERE BE SPACES IN YOUR TOGETHERNESS.
AND LET THE WINDS OF THE HEAVENS DANCE BETWEEN YOU.”
- Kahlil Gibran
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“...WE EXPLORE THE MAGICAL POWER OF “TOGETHERNESS,” WHICH
WHEN INTENTIONALLY HARNESSED, LIBERATES ONE TO CONNECT
WITH ONE’S CREATIVITY. AND WE ARE DELIGHTED TO FEATURE HOPEFUL WORLD, A LEARNING COMPANY DEDICATED TO THE IDEA THAT
RADICAL ACCEPTANCE, HOPE AND BELONGING CAN FOSTER THE
KIND OF TOGETHERNESS THAT CHANGES THE WORLD.”

EDITOR’S NOTE
SHIRIN SUBHANI

Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become curators of stories of courageous
creativity after experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and expression
that involve emotional risk and personal vulnerability in a collective forum. For more about Shirin and
Shahana, please visit the “About Us” page on Flying Chickadee’s Web site:
www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html and connect with us on Facebook/flying chickadee.
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EDITOR’S NOTE
In Fall of 2011, Flying Chickadee piloted its very first Creativity Workshop series. Five workshop series and fifteen graduates later, we continue to marvel at and bask in the joy of collective creativity!
Through our workshops, we witness and gently (well, sometimes fiercely) guide participants as they
awaken the Creator within themselves. Upon graduating they become part of our Creative Collective,
and continue to support, motivate and inspire each other. An exponential power is unleashed in the
group as members lovingly create limitless possibility for each other. Ideas for entrepreneurship, new
career paths, products, service, books, music, parenting, personal transformation and so much more,
are all born, nurtured and raised within the Creative Collective! And each idea and transformed individual organically transforms the world.
In our November issue, we explore the magical power of “Togetherness,” which when intentionally harnessed, liberates one to connect with one’s Creativity. And we are delighted to feature “Hopeful World,”
a learning company dedicated to the idea that radical acceptance, hope and belonging can foster the
kind of togetherness that changes the world.
Walk into the world of co-founder Jen Lemens, as she traces back the beginnings of Hopeful World to
stories of her childhood, to stories of Rwanda and of finding the real meaning of ‘turi kumwe.’ Read
along as John McConnell, the co-founder of Jempe Center and collaborator of Hopeful World shares
his discovery that it is indeed our innate nature to be together – that when we are outside and are one
with Nature, we discover our way back home. Dance with Melissa Rivera, a seasoned guide at Hopeful
World, as she finds love and acceptance that help her drop her masks and re-connect with the unbridled joy of togetherness that she had known as a little girl.
Get messy with poet Rachael Maddox as you walk through her stories tangled like necklaces in a
drawer and go behind the camera with artist Henry Lohmeyer as he discovers the true gift in photography, a safe time to be together. Chat with Ria and Jen as they take you into their Hopeful World, in
which there are no deal breakers in togetherness.
Courageous Creativity is, essentially, an effort to find worldwide togetherness to lovingly create the
world of our imaginations and dreams! Each time you read, you automatically join us and all the organizations we are featuring this year, in co-creating a new world. Thank you!
Shirin

“THAT ACCEPTANCE, THAT HOPE, THAT DEEP FIERY JOY MEANS THAT
WE ALL GET TO BE IN AN OPEN-ENDED, ONGOING CONVERSATION
ABOUT OUR WEAKNESSES, OUR EDGES, OUR DREAMS, OUR DESIRES,
OUR HOPES AND OUR STRENGTHS.”

MY HOPEFUL WORLD
JEN LEMEN

Jen is the visionary behind Hopeful World, a community of soulful sages and students coming
together who learn their wisdom from the inside out - from the humanity of brokenness, doubt and
hope renewed. In 2009, a $50,000 grant from Lenovo/Microsoft sent Jen on a wild ride to distant
shores to capture images of hope in unlikely places. Jen has written for PBS, the Huffington Post
and Good Housekeeping magazine. In addition to teaching The Story of You, Your Emotional Wisdom,
and The Mother’s Guide to Self-Renewal Online Experience, Jen writes deeply felt weekly messages
for hearts thirsty for radical acceptance, belonging and hope, at hopefulworld.org/join.
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MY HOPEFUL WORLD
Everything I know about being together, I learned from two sources. My family and Rwanda.
Growing up, our family comprised of four girls, my mom and my dad, who was a traveling salesman. This meant
that he was never at home, and we always were, occupying our time with playing school or office, or simply lying
around in our nightgowns reading books. My mother placed a strong value on peacefulness, so there wasn’t much
rough housing and there wasn’t much fighting. We learned how to get along, with a strong undercurrent of kindness
underneath.
My mother and father both were the kind of people who others called in the most extreme emergencies – a suicide,
a cancer diagnosis, a lost job or a lost cause. And my parents never hesitated to drop everything and go. My father
was confident that if he was away and my mother went instead of him, that we were all represented , since showing
up was our deeply held family value.
Rwanda came to me later in life, in the midst of a personal upheaval. I was trying to retrieve a feeling of belonging
that felt more intrinsic to me, that had a feeling of connection and openness that my family had given me glimpses
of, but I could not fully embody.
When I met a young genocide survivor in the midst of a difficult labor crisis here in the US, and learnt that she was
separated from her two young daughters, I took it upon myself to see that somehow, someday they would be reunited. This led to two years of travel back and forth to Rwanda.
I found myself guided into a deep maze of turi kumwe, the Kinyarwandan word for ‘we are together.’ As I listened to
story after story of refugees, of genocide survivors, of people who became dear and fantastic friends, I was besotted.
This expression of belonging was exactly the one I had been looking for!

“I FOUND MYSELF GUIDED INTO A DEEP MAZE OF TURI KUMWE, THE KINYARWANDAN WORD FOR ‘WE ARE TOGETHER.’ AS I LISTENED TO STORY
AFTER STORY OF REFUGEES, OF GENOCIDE SURVIVORS, OF PEOPLE WHO
BECAME DEAR AND FANTASTIC FRIENDS, I WAS BESOTTED.”

JEN LEMEN
And soon, I had turned my whole life inside out to get it. I left my marriage and the comforts of my community
and put all my energy into this brilliant and beautiful togetherness, which taught of sitting under the tree to
resolve differences and working together to make money and giving freely to provide shelter, comfort, companionship and love.
My fairy tale came to an abrupt halt in the return of the girls to their mother. My visions of how turi kumwe would
flourish in an extreme crisis, with threat and danger on every side, vanished. People were people. Human nature
was human nature. For every silver lining there was a cloud, and I saw that this belonging I craved was not
particular to any one culture, or any one family. I understood, over time, that it was something we create, step by
step, with people we choose to call our own.
I will always owe a great debt to my family for loving me so well and to the storytellers and allies I found on that
continent who taught me so much about belonging. They all have helped me find my tribe now – those dear
ones who crave this shared identity of togetherness in a way that makes it the most important thing to all of us.
That acceptance, that hope, that deep fiery joy means that we all get to be in an open-ended, ongoing conversation about our weaknesses, our edges, our dreams, our desires, our hopes and our strengths.
Together we are learning what together even means and what’s possible if we bring all of ourselves to the table
with our hearts wide open for the sake of a more generous and hopeful world.
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“FOR EVERY SILVER LINING THERE WAS A CLOUD, AND I SAW THAT
THIS BELONGING I CRAVED WAS NOT PARTICULAR TO ANY ONE
CULTURE, OR ANY ONE FAMILY. I UNDERSTOOD, OVER TIME, THAT
IT WAS SOMETHING WE CREATE, STEP BY STEP, WITH PEOPLE WE
CHOOSE TO CALL OUR OWN.”

“A LOVE I CAN ONLY GIVE, OR RECEIVE, BECAUSE OF THOSE THOUSANDS OF MOMENTS I SPEND 1/200TH OF A SECOND AT A TIME, PROCESSING ALL THAT I AM.”

FEET

HENRY LOHMEYER
The truest parts of Henry start with hitting rock bottom, losing everything, jail, rehab and finding
love. All of these gifts bring him closer to whole. Henry is a designer by education, a photographer by need, passion and calling. He is an ally and trusted advisor to Hopeful World, learning to
love rather than to be loved. He is also the founder of Camera Men and co-founder of Our Collective and his hopes with both are to guide others in the processing of their hopes, fears, wants
and needs, in the safe solitude of those precious split seconds that capturing light brings.

FEET

Feet
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HENRY LOHMEYER
I photograph out of a need, a necessity, a deep yearning to safely be together.
It’s a given that photography is going to give you plenty of alone time to search, seek, contemplate and study
this Universe around us, but the nugget, the true gift to the photographer is that it’s gift, a safe time to be
together.
You have to listen for it. To be ready to embrace it, accept it and move into it, but it’s there. It’s really two moments for me: that split second of time where the photo is both taken by me and given by the subject and that
lingering later viewed time when I can look and know that I was there.
The photograph not only gives me that scene, that subject, that thing, but it also gives me that implied space
around it that I consumed. I was there to give without requiring return. I was loving without concern to be loved.
I was being together in the most pure way that I could—filling a hole and requiring no part of another to do that
for me. I was bringing a sense of wholeness to not only myself, but also returning it to the world. In my photos
you’ll see considered light, composition and form, but mostly you’ll see, safely, what it is I’m feeling at that very
moment.
I am together with Ria, as a partner in life and Jen, as a friend, in the deepest and safest sense I could have
ever imagined. Do I bat a thousand? Hardly, but it’s true, it’s honest, it’s real— it’s love. A love I can only give,
or receive, because of those thousands of moments I spend 1/200th of a second at a time, processing all that I
am.

“I WAS BEING TOGETHER IN THE MOST PURE WAY THAT I COULD—
FILLING A HOLE AND REQUIRING NO PART OF ANOTHER TO DO THAT
FOR ME. I WAS BRINGING A SENSE OF WHOLENESS TO NOT ONLY
MYSELF, BUT ALSO RETURNING IT TO THE WORLD.”

“TOGETHERNESS IS THE EMBODIMENT OF NATURE...FIRST, WE
MUST SLIP THROUGH THE VEIL OF OUR IMAGINED SEPARATENESS.”

IS IT OUR NATURE TO BE TOGETHER?
JOHN MCCONNELL

John is an adventurer at heart, committed to exploring the outer world of nature and culture
while simultaneously seeking to understand his inner world. His devotion to discovering his “True
Nature” unveils the methods of learning and transformation that he uses with his clients. John
created the Jempe Center, along with his wife Virginia, as a platform for coaching and training work. He is thrilled by Jempe Center’s collaboration with Hopeful World, and their help with
expanding Jempe Center’s outreach and impact toward a more hopeful future for all living beings.
Learn more at jempecenter.com, including their new Coaching with Horses offerings.
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IS IT OUR NATURE TO BE TOGETHER?
ON EXPEDITION
Have you ever been on an expedition?
A challenging journey, with an uncertain outcome, shared by people with a common goal. Exploring the wild
corners of planet earth with a sense of adventure, for the sake of knowledge or accomplishment. Challenging our
individual and collective limits. Relying on the resources we bring with us and the talents of our team, not just to
succeed but even to survive.
My first expedition, a 5-day backpacking trip at age sixteen, transformed my understanding of who I am, how I
learn, what I need, and the possibility for connection between humans. It may have saved my life — at a minimum it dramatically enhanced my life.
It had begun by laboring under a heavy backpack, feeling the sting of sweat in my eyes and the zing of biting
mosquitoes. Bringing me more fully into my body, into my felt sense of me. At night, sitting around the campfire, I had learned about my fellow travelers who were unknown to me; I learned more about them than I knew
about many of my best friends at home. The freedom to lounge around the fire, without the distractions of TV or
video games, made me drop into a mode of being that made connecting in a more real and authentic way seem
natural.
This experience wasn’t a result of something being added to my life, it was the result of things being stripped
away. My insights peaked when I was sitting quietly by myself and a bee landed on my arm. I remember the
initial feeling of panic, and then looking closely at the bee with curiosity. Watching it walk around and feeling the
tickle of its tongue as it licked sweat off my arm. Unexpectedly and without warning, I felt at one with the bee— I
knew that we were connected in some way that I couldn’t possibly understand and yet I knew to be true.

“AT NIGHT, SITTING AROUND THE CAMPFIRE, I HAD LEARNED ABOUT
MY FELLOW TRAVELERS WHO WERE UNKNOWN TO ME; I LEARNED
MORE ABOUT THEM THAN I KNEW ABOUT MANY OF MY BEST
FRIENDS AT HOME.”

JOHN MCCONNELL
Since that time I have been fortunate to join and lead many expeditions. These adventures have reinforced my
belief that we are built for connection — we are hard-wired to seek togetherness. We feel the need, deep in
our chests, to belong to a tribe. To know deep love and experience intimacy. Perhaps that is why psychologists
say the worst thing you can do to a person is to banish them from their tribe. Belonging is not just a preference
or a nice idea, it is a biological imperative. This is borne out by our hard-wiring — the middle third of our brain
is devoted to navigating our emotional world and our need to belong.
SOURCE OF SEPARATION
Here’s the punch line: Togetherness is the embodiment of Nature.
It is the full expression of our natural being. As we learn to be our true natural selves we discover that we are
connected at all times. This turns on its head the common view that we must do something to feel connected,
to work at creating a sense of togetherness. What if we are always connected and the only thing we learn to do
is to allow our connectedness to create a sense of togetherness?
Perhaps the biggest obstacle to knowing our natural heritage of connectedness is our minds. By “mind,” I really
mean the outer layer of our brain, the neocortex — the part that makes meaning out of our lives. This is the
primary difference between humans and our brothers and sisters in the animal kingdom.
We are mental creatures, living in the world of thoughts and ideas. Somewhere along the way, we start thinking
that we are that voice, those words, that seem to live somewhere behind the eyes and between the ears. That
place where words play like a monologue running in our heads (where you might, in this very moment be thinking “yes, that’s right” or “no, that isn’t how it is for me.”) Right there.
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“I REMEMBER THE INITIAL FEELING OF PANIC, AND THEN LOOKING CLOSELY AT THE BEE WITH CURIOSITY...UNEXPECTEDLY AND
WITHOUT WARNING, I FELT AT ONE WITH THE BEE...WE WERE CONNECTED IN SOME WAY THAT I COULDN’T POSSIBLY UNDERSTAND
AND YET I KNEW TO BE TRUE.”

IS IT OUR NATURE TO BE TOGETHER?
Our separation begins in the moment that we mistake who we are for our thoughts about who we are. This mistake costs us dearly as our higher thinking brain becomes both our greatest asset and our biggest liability.
Underneath these mental gymnastics lies our true self, our biological nature, our full beingness. Behind these
words lies our natural animal self. And this self, our whole and entire being, cannot be separate if we tried. While
the mind is chatting away, our bodies are experiencing a connection with the world around us.
How do I know this? My view on this question reflects a lifelong study to understand the neuroscience, biology and
psychology that enable or inhibit our innate aliveness. It reflects my personal journey, and the experiences of many
others, especially coming through challenging or sublime experiences in nature.
Developing an understanding of separation and togetherness, and studying what it is that makes us truly alive, led
my wife and me together, to our true calling and shaped the founding of Jempe Center. Here, we use time-honored
pathways of deep dialogue, guided experience, and immersion in nature, to help our clients discover and embody
their True Nature. We believe in liberating your inner gifts and full aliveness so that you can embody the gift you
were born to offer the world.
TOGETHER NATURALLY
Togetherness doesn’t come easily. To give your heart is to know heartbreak; to trust is to know betrayal; to belong
comes with the fear of being banished. Togetherness can feel overwhelming and it can limit our freedom to fully be
and express who we are.
Despite these challenges, we find that the pull for connection tugs deeply at our souls. How then do we create and
sustain togetherness?

“AS WE LEARN TO BE OUR TRUE NATURAL SELVES WE DISCOVER
THAT WE ARE CONNECTED AT ALL TIMES. THIS TURNS ON ITS
HEAD THE COMMON VIEW THAT WE MUST DO SOMETHING TO FEEL
CONNECTED, TO WORK AT CREATING A SENSE OF TOGETHERNESS.”

JOHN MCCONNELL
First, we must slip through the veil of our imagined separateness.
Try this — step out your door into nature. Go for a long walk in a forest, along a stream, across a meadow or
to an empty lot. Go slowly. Feel yourself — your body and your emotions. Pay close attention — something
will happen in your body, your bones, your heart, your soul. Something cracks open, aliveness grows, the body
strengthens. And you will find you have more…aliveness, freedom, connection and hope.
This is the place that we learn, again and again, that we are not our thoughts — we are our experience. All
experience occurs in the body and the body lives in present time. Time and again, we see that as we inhabit
our bodies we find that we are connected to all of life. From here, we unleash the possibility of greater vitality,
wholeness, and fulfillment. We allow a deeper connection to self, to our fellow travelers, to wild creatures, to life
itself. We discover a greater freedom to be who we are, to share our gifts and passions, and to make a lasting
difference.
There is no faster way to experience deep connection with ourselves, with each other, and all of life.
Reflecting back on that first backpacking trip, what I discovered was an unexpected truth. We are not separate
from nature — we ARE nature. That is why, when we get outside, we feel ourselves again and discover our
natural rhythms. Nature heals and renews us and we find our way back home only to discover that at home we
are never alone.
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“WHEN WE GET OUTSIDE, WE FEEL OURSELVES AGAIN AND DISCOVER OUR NATURAL RHYTHMS. NATURE HEALS AND RENEWS US
AND WE FIND OUR WAY BACK HOME ONLY TO DISCOVER THAT AT
HOME WE ARE NEVER ALONE.”

“OVER THE YEARS, AS THE CAGES AND MASKS BECAME UNENDURABLE, IT WAS LOVE THAT INVITED MY FEAR-CONSUMED SELF INTO
THE FIRE OF AUTHENTIC RELATING.”

THE ALCHEMY OF TOGETHERNESS
MELISSA RIVERA

Melissa is a writer, scholar and dancer. She writes about love, art and alchemy, conducts participatory action research, studies and teaches body wisdom. Her undergraduate and doctoral
degrees are from Brown University and the Harvard Graduate School of Education, respectively,
and her coaching certification is from Applied Emotional Mastery. She lives with her husband
and two children in Florida. To connect with Melissa, please visit melissarivera.us and explore
Hopeful World’s Your Emotional Wisdom class offering.

MELISSA RIVERA
Togetherness has always beckoned me.
As a child, I loved watching TV game shows with relatives. And, at the end of a winning episode of Family Feud,
for instance, I would encourage my grandparents, parents and great aunts to stand up, gather in a circle, link
arms and jump in victorious celebration, chanting “we won.” I am astounded now that they complied with my
whimsical desires, despite their exhaustion after long, often labor-intensive hours of work, and their adult worries and preoccupations.
During those choreographed celebrations, I imagine mirror neurons echoed joy and inspired hope in me. As a
right-brained introvert, together is my default. I believe that we are social creatures biologically wired for connection, and I am always longing to weave threads and make meaning by synthesizing the seemingly disparate.
This has been evident in my work as a scholar over the past twenty years. My work that is rooted in collaborative inquiry, a way of learning together. Participatory action research has affirmed the profound value of collective exploration, yielding both personal growth and social change through a relational approach. It challenges
the vision of a singular hero questing on a journey for transformation, and illuminates instead, a path to heartcentered living based in connection.
Though my biology and philosophy always directed me towards togetherness, my shame patterning on the other
hand, confined me to self-induced separation and isolation. With shame raging through me, my body often
retreated into hiding, allowing only perceived, socially-sanctioned versions of myself to be revealed.
Over the years, as the cages and masks became unendurable, it was love that invited my fear-consumed self
into the fire of authentic relating (as humor was the gift Uzume used to coax the sun goddess Amaterasu out of
her personal cave).* When meditated by sincere gestures, be it a warm embrace, sympathetic joy, or raucous
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“THOUGH MY BIOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY ALWAYS DIRECTED ME
TOWARDS TOGETHERNESS, MY SHAME PATTERNING...CONFINED
ME TO SELF-INDUCED SEPARATION AND ISOLATION.”

THE ALCHEMY OF TOGETHERNESS
laughter as with the goddesses, the tenderness of unfurling from retreat became a portal to hand-holding courage. The divine alchemy of togetherness burned and continues to burn away my ancestral chains from over
hundreds of generations and lifetimes, freeing me to soften, open, feel, share stories and dance the wild essence
of my soul.
Hopeful World and its founders, Jen Lemen and Ria Sharon, have been instrumental for me in this liberation
dance. A few phrases capture their potent magic: All is welcome, and I am with you all the way.
Could it be true, I wondered? Could I truly allow all in, be seen beautiful and broken, be heard discordant and
harmonious, and still trust that others could stay with me all the way on this sacred journey? I was doubtful and
scared, but their gentle and wise guidance affirmed yes.
This radiant truth called to me, and together we crafted Your Emotional Wisdom, a journey through art and science into our emotional landscapes. All of the offerings at Hopeful World are soaked with fierce love, honest
storytelling and stunning mastery, true expressions of their devotion to acceptance, belonging and hope.
Within the community of Hopeful World, I have gratefully lived my practice of togetherness, and it has blossomed
my faith in it, allowing my essential self to breathe and expand, letting the young girl in me fully celebrate the
beauty and power of human connection.
*Amaterasu Omi Kami is the Shinto Sun Goddess of Japan. When insulted by her crude brother, Susano-o, the Storm God, she withdrew
into a cave and refused to come out. Distressed by the withdrawal of the sun, Uzume, the Shaman-Goddess, did a comical bawdy dance
to entertain the Gods and Goddesses and to provoke Amaterau’s curiosity. When Amaterasu opened her door to peek, she was dazzled
by her own beauty, reflected to her in a mirror the Gods and Goddesses had installed, and came out. (From The Goddess Oracle by Amy
Sophia Marashinsky.)

“THE DIVINE ALCHEMY OF TOGETHERNESS...CONTINUES TO BURN
AWAY MY ANCESTRAL CHAINS...FREEING ME TO SOFTEN, OPEN,
FEEL, SHARE STORIES AND DANCE THE WILD ESSENCE OF MY SOUL.”

“...EVERYTHING IS TANGLED
LIKE NECKLACES IN A DRAWER...”

MESSY LIKE US
RACHAEL MADDOX

Rachael is a sage life coach and wild ring leader of the Traveling Soul Circus. She helps nonconventional leaders dial into their unique magic, so they can be a force for greater magic in the
world. Sacred ritual, unconditional love, and experiential play are her modalities of choice. Hopeful World turns to her for wise council, playful solutions, and breakthroughs. Currently residing
in Portland, OR, on any given day you can find her teaching strangers how to hula hoop on the
street corner, or cozying up with a good book and cup of ginger tea.
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MESSY LIKE US
one day we’ll tell stories
about half-clothed kitchen dancing
and spatulas that somehow
snuck into the mix--Slap!
you, wearing my bra
me, your boots
my bubby’s velvet chairs
standing ancient on your crooked hardwood floors
I need to make you a set of keys
you say ten thousand times
but the doors are never locked
and when they are,
I lay in the yard
and wait
for you to hear my breathing
dance down the stairs
call me in like a street cat
or a crusty punk
whose only currency is kisses

we can never find the keys, anyway
or the shoes
or the other sock that’s hiding behind
the famous white couch
that we could never bare to toss
not even when we moved next door
one box, bag, swaggering pile of crap
at a time
everything is tangled
like necklaces in a drawer
of junk
my records, your player
your children, my lullabies
my dishes, your sink
your cooking, my hunger
the stories we’ll only tell when
the children are grown
and messy
like us

IN DIALOGUE WITH

RIA SHARON AND JEN LEMEN
Ria is the co-founder of Hopeful World, an online learning collective dedicated to personal growth for
the sake of creating a hopeful collective future. Ria is a writer, illustrator and guide to the thousands
of hopeful souls that come to Hopeful World, ready to listen to their hearts and souls’ true calling. Ria
has been a community leader for WEGO Health, a contributing writer for Babble.com and MyMommyManual.com, and has appeared monthly as a mom expert on KMOV4’s Great Day St. Louis. Ria
teaches The Story of You as well as shares regular musings on the art of embracing your truest self.
For Jen, see page 6.

“‘TOGETHER’ IS THE WAY WE MOVE IN THE WORLD, IT’S AN ETHOS
THAT WE SHARE AND PROMOTE THAT ALLOWS FOR WEAKNESS, FAILURE AND THE WILD CREATIVITY THAT COMES FROM VULNERABILITY.”
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RIA SHARON AND JEN LEMEN
Shirin –Hi Ria and Jen! Thanks so much for talking with Courageous Creativity! Let’s jump right in and talk about
our theme for this month - ‘Togetherness.’
Ria – My personal experience of togetherness is that it is a necessary ingredient for hope. Hope comes from knowing that when we get to the place where we think we can’t go further, someone will show up to help us keep going.
The idea that we are not alone in our suffering, in our dreams – that we are together in our human experience… is
hopeful.
Jen – For me, there’s no hope without knowing that we belong to each other, that there’s a place for us to be ourselves and that however we naturally are, is needed in the world in some way that brings joy and meaning. “Together” is the way we move in the world, it’s an ethos that we share and promote that allows for weakness, failure and
the wild creativity that comes from vulnerability.
Shirin – How were the seeds for Hopeful World first planted? What brought you both together?
Ria – I think that we naturally, even if unconsciously, create what we ourselves want and need. My need for togetherness comes from having been raised in a very community-oriented culture in the Philippines and wanting to
experience it now, in my adult life in the States. I naturally felt called to Jen’s vision of Hopeful World because it felt
familiar to me in that way. We say, “There are no deal breakers in togetherness,” there’s room for all of you here,
your weaknesses as well as your strengths… That kind of radical acceptance is the source of courage for me to
then go out and do what I feel called to do in the world.
Jen – Hopeful World was an idea, a concept really, stirring around in my head for a few years. I didn’t know what it
was exactly but I knew it had something to do with learning, with bringing ancient wisdom to modern learners, with
learning how to be ourselves and be together in a way that brought hope and joy.

“WE SAY, ‘THERE ARE NO DEAL BREAKERS IN TOGETHERNESS,’
THERE’S ROOM FOR ALL OF YOU HERE...THAT KIND OF RADICAL ACCEPTANCE IS THE SOURCE OF COURAGE FOR ME TO THEN GO OUT
AND DO WHAT I FEEL CALLED TO DO IN THE WORLD.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH
It wasn’t until I met Ria that I began to see that this dream could be a real world possibility. She understood from
her own experiences at home, and my experiences in Rwanda taught me a lot about belonging. And we both are
the oldest of four sisters which is an amazing experience in and of itself.
Early on in the experience with Brene Brown online, we had an opportunity to do some digital publishing for her.
We were just about to hit play on a project, when she encouraged us to offer it as “Hopeful World.” For better or
worse (looking back it was insane to launch a company that way!) we gave Hopeful World a presence online, a
product and a face to the world in just three days.
Shirin – You mentioned in our earlier conversation, this idea of giving ourselves ‘a sense of permission’.
Ria – One of the best things about the collaboration between Jen and I is that I know, with every cell of my body,
that we are in it together to the end. So even if we fail in every way that the world measures success and failure,
our success is measured in our togetherness.
We give ourselves permission to take enormous risks, to flail around and not know, to allow magical things to
emerge, to be so vulnerable with each other and with our people, to experiment with all sorts of aspects of our
business, which is a necessary component of creativity and innovation.
Jen – For me, knowing and watching Ria stay with me, even when my creativity or expansiveness can make
things unpredictable or unwieldy, has given me the security I need to really explore my best gifts to the world.
And feeling in myself, this fierce willingness to support her, her intellect, her flow and all the things that are
magic about her, as well as the edges that are frayed or more raw, makes for so much freedom in our togetherness.
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“[IN] THE COLLABORATION BETWEEN JEN AND I ... I KNOW, WITH EVERY CELL OF MY BODY THAT WE ARE IN IT TOGETHER TO THE END.
SO EVEN IF WE FAIL IN EVERY WAY THAT THE WORLD MEASURES
SUCCESS...OUR SUCCESS IS MEASURED IN OUR TOGETHERNESS.”

RIA SHARON AND JEN LEMEN
We get to say it all--the good, the bad, the messy, the outrageous. It’s an experience that most people don’t ever get.
What makes it even more exciting is that this kind of radical acceptance doesn’t end in our dyad--we offer this kind
of freedom to others in our collaborative circle who are willing to stay and play on such radical terms. It makes for a
pretty sweet work life and tons of meaning in everything that we do.
Shirin – Hopeful World offers an amazing set of online courses; how do you find collaborators and co-teachers?
Ria – Some people came to us and some people we sought out but regardless, we’ve discovered that the only
collaborations that are sustainable are the ones that share our sense of togetherness. What we’re finding is, that it
narrows down the pool quite a bit and it’s much slower because we have to wait for everyone to be in alignment.
Inevitably, during the process, we realize the project is something other than what we set out to do… These are all
scenarios that people who want certainty…don’t really like.
Jen – I think we’ve learned the hard way that we really need time and space to show us who our partners for collaboration truly are. Our particular style of collaboration is not easy. It requires an intellectual, spiritual and emotional
rigor that can be really demanding at times. We have been very blessed to find people who share this hunger for a
new way of doing work and who have been patient enough to stick around for the process, which as Ria said, always
leads us to somewhere we didn’t expect to land.
Shirin – What are some of the things you do at Hopeful World to create a sense of togetherness in your online community?
Ria – We are very conscious of bringing a human element to our digital spaces. How can we warm up technology,
make it more human? Our classrooms are infused with humanity through imagery, through our writing, and our
audios – they are intentionally conversational, raw, kitchen table conversations… lots of laughing, just us being our
real, authentic selves.

“FOR ME, KNOWING AND WATCHING RIA STAY WITH ME, EVEN WHEN
MY CREATIVITY OR EXPANSIVENESS CAN MAKE THINGS UNPREDICTABLE OR UNWIELDY, HAS GIVEN ME THE SECURITY I NEED TO REALLY EXPLORE MY BEST GIFTS TO THE WORLD.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH
Jen – I think the big thing we do is not perform for our audience. We try to take down that curtain, reveal our
process, share where we are, tell the truth about what we see. All those things create intimacy and openness,
two huge factors in feeling like you’re connected. We also pour so much of our hearts and our own experiences
into everything we do, I think that helps people remember it’s not just facts in a class, it’s an exploration into
what it means to be human.
Shirin – I love this line from your website – “where holding space for another to take a risk is your own dream
come true…”
Ria – Jen can talk about this more since she wrote it but to me, it means that as guides, we’ve gone first. We’ve
taken risks ourselves and that’s the only way we can invite others to do so. That space we hold for them is in
“the lee” of our own direct experience. They can do it because we’re with them. We are together.
Jen –Sometimes we want to change our lives and we feel that enormous tug to move down a different path, but
we can’t even imagine what that would look like or what the first step might be. In our mentoring relationships
and also in our classes, we try to stand in the place of that loving ally, the one who sees that your dream and
your heart is so much bigger than any of the challenges set before you.
It’s from that space that we hold a fierce believing in you, an unflinching confidence that you can do this, and we
don’t stop holding that faith until you’re all the way there. That kind of radical loyalty and commitment to one another is the heart of love. It’s the kind of emotion and devotion we want to see everyone on this planet cultivate.
We can be there for one another. We can let our sense of fierce belonging to one another create a truly hopeful
world.
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“OUR PARTICULAR STYLE OF COLLABORATION IS NOT EASY. IT REQUIRES AN INTELLECTUAL, SPIRITUAL AND EMOTIONAL RIGOR THAT
CAN BE REALLY DEMANDING AT TIMES.”
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